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Reductor implements two different kinds of reductions — statical reduction and dy-
namical reduction. In the statical reduction, Reductor exploits semantic analysis of the
Melbourne Mercury Compiler to find routines which can be removed from the program.
Dynamical reduction of routines additionally uses Mercury Deep Profiler and some sample
input data for the program to reduce unused contents of program routines.
Reductor modifies the sources of the program in a way, which keeps formatting of the
original program source so that the reduced code is further editable.
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Abstrakt: Prˇedmeˇtem pra´ce je vytvorˇen´ı programu Reductor. Je to program, ktery´ au-
tomaticky odstranˇuje nadbytecˇne´ cˇa´sti zdrojove´ho ko´du platne´ho programu napsane´ho v
jazyce Mercury. Mercury je logicky´ a funkciona´ln´ı jazyk s pokrocˇilou statickou analy´zou
a pokrocily´mi funkcemi pro detekci chyb [1].
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vyuzˇ´ıva´ oproti te´ staticke´ nav´ıc jesˇteˇ Mercury Deep Profileru a vzorovy´ch testovac´ıch dat
pro redukci obsahu rutin.
Reductor modifikuje zdrojove´ texty programu zp˚usobem, ktery´ zachova´va´ forma´tova´n´ı
p˚uvodn´ıho zdroje programu tak, aby redukovany´ program mohl by´t da´le editova´n.
Kl´ıcˇova´ slova: Mercury, redukce zdrojove´ho ko´du, vy´vojovy´ na´stroj.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The subject of this work is to develop Reductor. Reductor is a program that automatically
reduces source code of valid programs written in Mercury language [1].
Mercury is a fast logic and functional programming language with advanced error
detection features, developed for writing large real-world programs. Its syntax builds
upon Prolog syntax (Prolog predicate clauses), adding some new declarations. These
declarations are used for error checking and to speed-up the execution of a compiled
program. Prolog programs can be usually routinely transfered to Mercury, but it gets
more difficult when there are predicates that break declarative semantics of logic programs
(like cuts). This is caused by Mercury’s error detection features that enforce declarative
semantics. Another great feature of Mercury is that it can compile to C or Java. Mercury
also allows to define predicates using these languages. These two features make it easy
to interface Mercury with non-Mercury programs and to compensate for deficiency of
libraries, as Mercury is not a very common language. Motivations behind the design of
Mercury are very well summed up in [2].
For reading the following chapters, it is necessary to be familiar with Mercury at least
as a user. There are two introductions to Mercury that we know of: Ralph Becket’s
Mercury tutorial [3] and, in Czech, Seria´l Mercury on ROOT.CZ [4].
Reductor implements two different kinds of reductions — statical reduction and dy-
namical reduction. The statical reduction takes as an input a Mercury program and
removes some inaccessible routines from the sources of the program. Inaccessible routines
are the routines that program would never call and that can be deleted, because they do
not appear in any definition of any of the routines remaining routines.
Reductor also offers dynamical reduction of routines, which reduces parts of routines,
that were never used on several inputs to the program. Reductor uses the Mercury Deep
Profiler to collect information on which routines are called and where were they are called
in the program that is being reduced.
Reductor is mainly intended for programmers that wish to understand and/or reuse
code of a big program or start an independent project based on just a few features of an
existing one. This is why Reductor modifies the sources of the program in a way, which
preserves the original formatting, so that the reduced code is further editable. But there
are also other uses, like reduction of the size of executables, decreasing the compilation
time of reduced programs or releasing only a subsection of a huge project. We collected
some real-world sample programs to show how Reductor performs (more in Chapter 4).
During the development of Reductor I myself have seen many opportunities for use of
both dynamical and statical reductions.
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Chapter 2
User Documentation
2.1 Requirements and Compilation
Reductor was developed and tested on Gentoo Linux1 (with GCC 4.1.2), where it is
guaranteed to run. It should run on any other Unix systems that Melbourne Mercury
Compiler (MMC) sources can compile on. It can be also easily ported to any other
system on which MMC compiles. To install and run on Unix, Reductor requires software
configuration that allows for MMC to compile (GNU Make and GCC, version 3.4 or 4.1;
see INSTALL in mercury/sources/mercury-compiler-rotd-2007-08-13.tar.gz on the
enclosed DVD for details).
Installation of Reductor is automatized, but it will probably take several hours on
present-day average hardware. Before installing Reductor, we make sure that there is
no installation of mercury reachable on PATH environment variable (the PATH may be
restored after installation). Reductor can be installed by copying the directory reductor
to a place where we want to install it and by invoking make in the directory reductor.
This invocation locally installs Mercury and compiles Reductor. For the installation to be
complete, the user must finish it by setting the PATH environment variable to include all
bin subdirectories of the reductor/install. This can be done by executing the following
command or adding the command to appropriate configuration file (e.g. .bashrc):
export PATH=<path to reductor >/ install/reductor :\
<path to reductor >/ install/mercury/bin:${PATH}
Reductor’s sources also offer some examples to test Reductor. These are reduced
automatically after installation. In case of any user changes, the reduction can be rerun
by invoking make tests. For more information see Chapter 4.
2.2 Program Input and Output
Reductor accepts a multi-module Mercury program, that is written in a subset of Mercury
described in Section 2.3 and can be compiled using Melbourne Mercury Compiler (MMC)
[1], version rotd-2007-08-13 . By that we mean that the compiler does not report any
errors and that the compilation succeeds.
Reductor has a standard command-line user interface. We present synopsis of param-
eters that can be passed to Reductor. The same synopsis is printed on stdout when
Reductor is invoked with incorrect parameters:
1Reductor was also tasted on Debian linux 5.03, with its GCC 3.4
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Reductor -- reduces Mercury sources
Usage: mreductor [<Options >] -- [<Compiler options >]
<main module name > <destination dir >
Options:
--statical-reduction
runs statical reduction of routines
--dynamical-reduction=<deep profile filename >
runs dynamical reduction of routines
Compiler options:
Language semantics options:
Options from the Mercury User Manual that are
necessary for the input program to compile using
mmc.
Termination analysis options:
Options from the Mercury User Manual that are
necessary for the input program to compile using
mmc.
Build system options:
--search-directory <directory >
Link options:
--library-directory <directory >
--mercury-library-directory <directory >
--no-mercury-standard-library-directory
Modules that are accessible from the main module given by main module name are
reduced and the reduced versions are copied into the directory given by destination
dir. The destination directory will be created by Reductor and must not exist before.
main module name and all modules that are to be reduced have to be in the current
directory. Additional directories that must contain interface files (*.int) for any of the
used modules not present in the current directory (e.g. used non-Mercury library mod-
ules) should be specified through Compiler options. The Compiler options have same
semantics in Reductor as in Mercury (See Section 9 of User’s Guide [6] for details). The
specified modules will not be reduced, but Reductor requires to see all interface files of
(transitively) imported modules that are not in the current directory. More precisely,
for a program to be accepted for reduction by Reductor, user has to make sure that the
following command returns no errors:
mmc --make [<Compiler options >] <main module name >. check
See Section 5 of User’s Guide [6] for details on how to use mmc --make.
The Options say which reduction will be made. Either --statical-reduction or
--dynamical-reduction must be present, not both. If no Options are given, Reductor
makes only module reduction. The descriptions of the specifics of each of the reduction
types follow:
Module reduction: It takes all modules from the current directory that are (transi-
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tively) imported by main module name and copies them without any change in their
contents into destination dir. Both statical and dynamical reductions imply that
the module reduction will be done.
Statical reduction: It removes most inaccessible routines of the program.
Dynamical reduction: The --dynamical-reduction option requires user to specify
the filename of the deep profile of the program that is to be reduced. The deep
profile is generated by Mercury Deep Profiler. It can be obtained by compiling the
program with --deep-profiling option and then running it with the desired input
(multiple invocations with different inputs are possible). See Section 8 of User’s
Guide [6] for details on how to use Deep Profiler.
The dynamically reduced program can compile, but Reductor guarantees that re-
duced program will generate the same output only for inputs, that the deep profile
was obtained with. On different inputs the program may throw an exception saying
“not implemented – reduced by Reductor”.
The code segments that correspond to goals or routines of the program that we remove
are commented out using /*red: ... :red*/, any comments of the kind /* ... */ that
are in the segment, which is to be commented out are transformed into /nested:* ...
*:nested/. If Reductor needs to add some code, then it is done by minimally altering
the term that corresponds to the code. The inserted term is delimited by two newlines
and a comment that indicates that it was done by Reductor.
2.3 Subset of Mercury Accepted by Reductor
As specified in Section 2.2, Reductor accepts only programs that can be compiled using
MMC, version rotd-2007-08-13 , which can be a bit limiting, because rotd-2007-08-13
is not a stable release (as such it is no longer publicly available) and MMC does not
guarantee that programs that could be compiled on earlier versions of MMC can be
compiled on rotd-2007-08-13 (but it works in majority of cases). We were forced to
choose rotd-2007-08-13 instead of newest stable release (0.13.1 ), because there were
some issues with the deep profiler. The rotd-2007-08-13 is very close to 0.13.1 and
for the purposes of the Reductor we will use documentation from the 0.13.1 , which is
available on [1] — there is no significant difference between the two versions.
There are some Mercury language constructs that are not supported by Reductor and
other Reductor’s limitations. The rest of this section lists all unsupported constructs and
all known issues with Reductor.
2.3.1 Unsupported Mercury Language Constructs
1. Solver types described in Section 3.5 of Reference Manual [5].
2. User-defined equality and compassion, described in Section 7 of Reference Manual
[5].
3. Type specialization, described in Section 16.2 of Reference Manual [5].
4. Fact tables, described in Section 17.1 of Reference Manual [5].
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5. All features introduced between versions 0.13.1 and rotd-2007-08-13 of MMC
are unsupported.
The constructs (1) and (2) are specific to the statical reduction, the rest applies to both
statical and dynamical reductions. None of them applies for module reduction.
2.3.2 Known Bugs and Limitations of Reductor
• If separate submodules (see Section 9.3.2 of Reference Manual [5]) are present in the
program, the program may not compile after reduction as some separate submodules
might be removed while keeping some declarations referring to them from their
parent modules that may be kept.
• Only modules present in the current directory (the one Reductor was invoked in)
will be considered in the reduction process. If there are additional modules, that
import any of the reduced modules, Reductor cannot guarantee it has not removed
something used.
• Reductor may terminate without giving explicit reason for it (general error mes-
sage) when user specifies incorrect arguments from the Compiler options group of
switches. It guaranteed that it will not do anything worse then overwriting some
files with extensions that MMC could overwrite for any given arguments. This is
because the user may sneak some unsupported switches to subroutines of MMC
used by Reductor through giving bad Compiler options to Reductor.
• Reductor may have problems with Mercury code that imports or exports predicates
or types using foreign language interface, explained in Section 13 of Reference Man-
ual [5], or C interface, explained in Section 14 of Reference Manual [5]. There are
two problems:
– Reductor does not keep track of source that is not written in Mercury. Thus
the module reduction removes all non-Mercury source-files from the input pro-
gram’s sources.
– Reductor does not check if code not implemented in Mercury calls Mercury
predicates of the input program. The predicate called only from the foreign
languages may thus be reduced. This does not apply for the most common
case, that is for the predicates that are explicitly declared to be exported (See
Section 14.4 of Reference Manual [5]).
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Chapter 3
Documentation for Programmers
3.1 Representation of a Program in MMC
As it will be seen from the following chapters, Reductor makes an extensive use of MMC
code. It uses output from module compilation up to the end of semantic analysis and
error checking. It also uses some data structures from the Mercury Deep Profiler, modifies
and reuses some Compiler data structures and uses some of Compiler’s predicates. In this
section we will try to describe some parts of Compiler that are necessary for understanding
the rest of this document and introduce some basic definitions. Additionally there is
some documentation to the Compiler [8], but it very limited in the detail to which it
the Compiler. Also some additional details are available in some Compiler source files
(these will be referenced by directory and file name under which they are located in
Compiler’s source distribution file mercury-compiler-0.13.1.tar.gz1). We will also
introduce some basic definitions.
From MMC, Reductor makes use of only first three steps in compilation process. They
are described in Compiler’s documentation[8] as (1) Option handling, (2) Parsing and (3)
Semantic analysis and error checking.
In the Parsing step, Compiler converts each module into a representation, which has
almost 1:1 correspondence with the modules source. In this representation more less each
declaration or clause (we will use the word item for either of those) in the sources corre-
sponds to item data type (DT). This DT is initially constructed from term(T) (library
/term.m). Each term corresponds exactly to one item in the sources. Syntactically, a
term represents more-less standard ISO Prolog term, see Section 3.2 of Reference Manual
[5] for details.
3.1.1 High Level Data Structure (HLDS)
After parsing, items are transfered into what is called High Level Data Structure (HLDS).
HLDS is represented in the source using module info DT. This structure represents
one module during semantic analysis (and onwards). Semantic analysis is the part of
Compiler which, among other things, annotates variables with their types, determines
the determinism of goals, determines which predicates/functions and their modes are
called, etc. For a detailed description of Compiler passes that are part of the semantic
analysis see Compiler documentation [8].
1Included on the enclosed DVD
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The main DT of the HLDS, module info, has several fields of interest, which are of
the following types: predicate table, type table, cons table, class table, instance
table.
These structures usually hold maps that map IDs to the corresponding representations.
In each case the representation contains objects from the module as well as objects directly
or indirectly imported. The imported objects are usually somehow reduced. Thus, for
example, predicate table, which represents predicates, has field preds with type defined
as :- type pred table ==map(pred id, pred info). This contains predicates from the
module as well as predicates that are imported (from interface or from implementation)
into the module from other modules using :- import module. The imported predicates
contain only information needed to compile the module. Thus, for example, they do not
contain goals. When we talk about predicates we mean predicates and functions declared
using pred and func, including those declared as typeclass methods.
The representation of a predicate in HLDS, the pred info, contains fields that have
the types clauses info and proc table. clauses info is HLDS’s initial representation
of predicates clauses, each clause contains representation of its goal (see Section 2.9 of
Reference Manual [5] for the definition of goal). clauses info also contains some useful
information, e.g. which clauses of a predicate correspond to which modes of a predicate.
At a certain stage of the semantic analysis, before mode analysis, Compiler transfers
clauses info into proc table. This structure is formally defined as :- type proc
table ==map(proc id, proc info). There is one proc info for each mode that the
predicate in question has. Clauses corresponding to each mode are transformed into one
proc info, including their goals. One of the reasons the Compiler does this transfor-
mation is that mode analysis reorders the goals of a predicate differently for each mode
of the predicate (see Section 4.2 of Reference Manual [5] the definition of mode, and
compiler/clause to proc.m for other details). We will use the term procedure when
we want to refer to a certain mode of a predicate that corresponds a given proc info.
Because procedures corresponding to a single predicate have their own goals and are in a
sense “predicates” themselves, we will use the term procedure even if the corresponding
predicate has only a single mode. The meaning of the term procedure is the same as in
Compiler’s documentation.
From the Reductor’s perspective proc info structure has these notable fields: var
types, head vars and body. var types maps variables to their types, head var repre-
sents a list of variables that are parameters to the procedure, body is of type hlds goal
and represents the goal of the procedure. For Reductor, this is the most important data
structure of the Compiler. It is described in more detail in the following section.
3.1.2 Goal Representation in HLDS
Note that hlds goal of a procedure is kept throughout the existence of HLDS and in
different stages of compilation, it has different contents. Reductor uses Compiler’s code
to compile to a certain stage (the end of semantic analysis). We will see that the hlds
goal is severely simplified compared to goal discussed in Section 2.9 of Reference Manual
[5], which is close to how goals of program clauses is represented in item. We now discuss
each constructor of the discriminated union hlds goal int the form it has at the stage of
compilation that Reductor uses:
unification: The unifications are divided into 5 categories: constructions, deconstruc-
tions, simple test, assign and one special category (which is a special case of con-
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struction), lambda expression, which unifies a free variable with a lambda expres-
sion.
The meaning of the first 4 categories is described in compiler/hlds goal.m in the
place where unification type is defined. Also note that some unifications are
converted into calls.
call: It represents a static procedure call, where exact pred id and proc id (the proce-
dure IDs) of the called procedure is known at compile time.
foreign call: It represents a call to a procedure created using :- pragma foreign proc
(see Section 13.1.1 of Reference Manual [5]).
generic call There are 3 categories given by the type of this goal: higher order, class
method, cast.
higher order represents a call to a lambda expression. The procedure that is to
be called is represented by a variable, what predicate is called here is either given
by the lambda goal the variable is unified with, or a variable of an appropriate type
that is input to the procedure.
class method is a call to the predicate that represents instance of a typeclass
method. The instance of the method that is called depends on variable in the
first parameter of class call constructor. The variable is a special kind of vari-
able, called typeclass-info variable, which is introduced by the Compiler and carries
information about which instance of the typeclass method to call. This means that
the exact pred id and proc id of the procedure that is to be called is computed at
run-time.
conj, disj, switch, not, if then else The conjunctions do not have two operands —
they are fully flattened and represented as a list of conjuncts. The same holds
for disjunctions. Disjunctions may be (partially) converted into switches, if one
variable is unified with constructors of the variables type in some of the disjuncts
(see Section 6.2 of Reference Manual [5] for details on switches).
scope This is represents scope introduced by existential quantification. It is either im-
plicit — see section Section 2.15 of Reference Manual [5], or explicit given by some
goal — see section Section 2.9 of Reference Manual [5].
scope can also represent some Compiler’s internal information. The options are
explained in compiler/hlds goal.m, in the comments in definition of type scope
reason.
shorthand All those are eliminated at the beginning of semantic analysis, this means
that we can ignore them.
Finally, we make two definitions. By subgoal we mean an arbitrary substructure of a
goal that itself is a goal and by call site in a given procedure, we mean subgoal of the
procedure that can call another procedure (including a call to a higher order term — see
Section 8 of Reference Manual [5] for the definition)
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3.2 Overview of the Reduction Process
We would like to give an overview of how the modules described in the rest of this
documentation are integrated and how they pass data between each other. We illustrate
this in Figure 3.1 and we present the steps that Reductor goes through:
1. We load our main data structures that contain Compiler’s representation of program,
which we extensively use. We organize these data structures into the data structures
that are more suitable for the purposes of Reductor. (Section 3.3)
2. Our source I/O interface loads an s term state DT, which is a top-level data struc-
ture that we use to represent changes we want to make in the sources. (Section 3.4)
3. Either dynamical reduction (Section 3.5) or statical reduction (Section 3.6) is per-
formed, not both. The reductions use our I/O interface to record changes and reflect
them to the sources, we discuss the I/O interface in Section 3.4.
4. We construct the reduced sources from s term state. (Section 3.4)
Concerning the two reduction types from (3), it might seem convenient to perform
them both in one invocation of the program. We decided not to do that, because as it
will be clear after reading Section 3.5 and Section 3.6, there is no easy way of transferring
MMC’s compilation
 of a module
 mercury_reductor.m
parsing
items
terms
tokens
Semantic
 analysis HLDS
module_items_map
 mercury_reductor.m
dep_graph
 mercury_reductor.m
IMHLDS
 make_imhlds.m
dynamical
 reduction
 dyn_*.m
I/O interface
 item_interface.m
 rterm_to_src_interface.m
 rterm_to_src.m
 source_update.m
statical
 reduction
 static_reduction.m
 accessible_procs.m
outputinput
Figure 3.1: A diagram demonstrating major data flow between modules. The ellipse-
shaped nodes illustrate data structures and box-shaped node illustrate the major parts
of Reductor and Compiler. We also indicate which modules implement which part of
Reductor.
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data between them without reducing the effectiveness of the statical reduction, which
should be done after the dynamical reduction.
3.3 Reused Parts of Compiler
There is a big difference between the needs of Reductor and the needs of Compiler in the
way modules are handled. Compiler compiles each module of the program independently
but Reductor’s statical reduction needs to gather semantic analysis for all modules at
once and store it in imhlds for later uses. imhlds is our main HLDS-like DT, which we
describe in Section 3.3.1.
This fact has also some implication on memory requirements of Reductor. Because
some considerably-sized data about each module need to be stored in imhlds, Reductor,
unlike Compiler, is not bound in its memory requirements by the most complex module,
but by sum of memory requirements all modules.
In this section, we describe how we reuse and modify the part of Compiler that directs
compilation and how we reorganize some of the Compiler’s data structures to serve the
Reductor’s needs.
We do this by transforming Compiler’s main module, the mercury compile.m, into
Reductor’s main module read program.m. We compile the Reductor by inserting this
module and all other Reductor’s modules into the original Mercury sources.
The reason why we modify the mercury compile.m in this way is the fact that the
mercury compile.m is a complex module of 5000 lines2, the compiler/mercury compile
.m, which is inarticulately organized. This is made worse by the fact that the module,
because it is a main module, imports all modules of the Compiler, which can not be
trivially removed. This is a cause of the long compilation time of the Reductor and also
increases the size of the Reductor’s executable3.
3.3.1 Global Data Structures
In this section, we present the main data structures, used globally throughout the reduc-
tion process.
module imports This is Compiler’s data structure that corresponds to a program mod-
ule and holds the information such as which modules the module imports, what
submodules it has, which module is the parent module, which source file the mod-
ule is in, etc. It is also required as input for some Compiler passes that Reductor
uses.
module name This is the Compiler’s representation of a qualified module name. For
example, the submodule foo of a module bar would be represented as qualified("
bar", unqualified("foo")). That is, module names are fully qualified in HLDS.
dep graph It is defined as equivalence type to map(module name, module imports).
Reductor uses this to store information about modules file location and their im-
ports. It is used in constructing IMHLDS and in reading and writing contents of
the program sources.
2excluding mmake, which is also part of Compiler
3This is a great example a real-world use of Reductor.
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module items map Recall the item DT described in Section 3.1, which is used to store
source items, before HLDS is constructed.
The module items map is a map that holds for each module name list of its items in
the order in which they appear in the sources of the module.
We will also refer to this DT as item-level representation of the program.
imhlds Compiler compiles each module separately. Reductor, however, requires to store
and access all HLDSs at once. Thus we create the imhlds data structure, which
contains data taken from module info (HLDS) of each program module. This data
structure uses three sub-data types from module info. They are predicate table,
class table and instance table.
imhlds contains fields that map class table and instance table to module name.
The two data structures are copied from corresponding HLDSs, mostly unchanged.
In addition to this, imhlds contains a single predicate table. All predicates from
each module of the entire program are copied into this structure. The predicate IDs
throughout the original HLDSs are changed to new values to ensure uniqueness.
Reductor does not try to maintain all original invariants of the data structures. It
keeps only the ones it needs for its purposes.
We will also refer to this DT as (IM)HLDS-level representation of the program.
s term state This is the data structure that represents changes in the sources of the en-
tire program on the level of list of terms of each module (thus we also call itTerm-level
representation of the program). This variable is threaded throughout all modules,
that make changes to the source, and is updated (as a state variable) by predicates of
source code interface through which changes to the sources are made. The interface
is explained in Section 3.4.
3.3.2 Modification of the Compiler’s Main Module
We implemented the modification by cutting-out the segments of code from this module
that would be used if MMC was asked to compile single module program — as if it was
invoked like this: mmc main.m. The only major difference is that we stop the compilation
at the end of semantic analysis. The result are two main phases, which we now describe:
1. First, we interpret the command line arguments that Reductor was invoked with
and then transform them into the form that option handling phase of MMC will
accept. That is we leave only sub arguments containing Compiler options and
main module name.
Option handling phase, which contains the Compiler’s code that fills in mutable-like
structure that Compiler uses throughout the compilation process to store options
given by the user and/or from option files. From this phase we get so called non-
option arguments, which in example mmc --no-reorder-conj main.m main2.m,
would be ["main.m", "main2.m"]. We analyze these non-option arguments to get
the name of the main module. The main module name serves as the input to the
second phase.
2. After Option handling there is a lot of code that directs the compilation and that
are useless for Reductor — like mmake, linking, smart compilation, etc. We skip
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this and use the phase that compiles individual modules. This is mainly done
by following Compiler’s predicates: read program, grab imported modules and
mercury compile.
In Reductor’s predicate myMakeDepGraph we use two Compiler’s predicates, the read
program, which reads items from individual source files and the grab imported
modules, which constructs module imports for each single module, to construct our
dep graph and module items map data structures. Then we use myMercuryCompile
to construct HLDSs, which are then passed to makeImhlds, to construct imhlds
data structure.
3.4 Source I/O Interface
In this section, we describe our source I/O interface, which is used by both the dynamical
and statical reduction to reflect the computed reductions into the sources, while preserving
the original formatting of program sources.
We have build two interfaces. A Term-level Interface, which represents each module of
a program by list of terms, with which we associate structure that that we use to specify
changes made to each term. The structure contains information about which subterms are
to be removed and which subterms are to be substituted with some Reductor-generated
code.
An Item-level Interface is build on top of the Term-level Interface and extends it by
Term-Level Interface
input
sources
1. Read terms and tokens
 source_update.m
2. initialize
 rterm_to_src_interface.m
3. modify
Item-Level Interface
 item_interface.m
dynamical
 reduction
4. make change_lists
 rterm_to_src.m
5. write changed sources
 source_update.m
output
sources
dep_graph
statical
 reduction module_items_map
Figure 3.2: A diagram demonstrating data flow between modules of our source I/O inter-
face. The ellipse-shaped nodes illustrate data structures and box-shaped nodes illustrate
the components of the I/O interface. We also give information about which modules
implement which parts of the I/O interface.
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associating each item in an item-level representation with its corresponding term.
3.4.1 Overview
The Term-level Interface of Reductor performs following steps, which are also illustrated
in Figure 3.2:
1. Read-in of terms and tokens from each source of the program. We associate with
each module list of its terms and for each term list of its tokens. If a source-file
contains nested submodules, it is necessary to split its terms and tokens into the
submodules.
We use dep graph DT to determine which modules are in which source-files and
use the Compiler’s term parser and our modification of Compiler’s lexer to read the
terms and tokens. We modified the lexer to associate the beginning and the end
character positions in a file with each of the read tokens.
2. Construction of the global s term state variable. The variable stores for each
module the list of term change4 structures, each of which stores one term and
represent changes made on it.
3. At this point the changes to the term change may be made. We use Item-level
Interface for making these changes.
4. From the information contained in s term state, we construct for each module the
change list, which represents a changes to be made in the sources in terms of
string insertions and deletions.
Each element of the change list represents either the range of positions in the
sources which is to be removed or a string and the position where to insert the
string.
5. We Apply the changes and write the changed sources.
3.4.2 Term-level Interface
In this section we explain semantics of the term change DT and explain how the change
lists are constructed.
Specifying the changes in a term.
The changes in each module are represented by a val change. This data structure mirrors
the original term structure and stores, for each subterm of the term, how the subterm
is changed. The change can be (1) replacing the term with the string, (2) enclosing the
subterm by two strings or (3) replacing the term with one of its subterms.
We describe the semantics of each of the val change constructors:
no lvl change(list(val change)): The corresponding term is not modified at the level
of its functor, the val change list stores information about the subterms.
4Actually these are wrapped in top term change DT, which facilitates deleting whole terms and adding
new ones (the new terms are represented as strings)
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no change: The corresponding term and all of its subterms are not modified.
subst ins(string, list(val change), string): The corresponding term is preceded in
the source by the string given as the first parameter and followed, by the second
string parameter. The 2nd argument represents the changes made on the term’s
arguments.
replace(string): The corresponding term is replaced by the given string.
subst del(list(val change)): The val change and its substructures have restricted set
of allowed constructors here. It can contain only no lvl change and one orig con-
structors, with the following exception. The substructure with the orig constructor
has no restrictions.
The corresponding term is then substituted by the term that corresponds to orig
constructor (which may be changed further).
orig(list(val change)): This is applicable only if contained in substructure with subst
del constructor as we already described.
Determining how to modify the sources.
For each source file we need to construct a change list which specifies what will be
modified in the file. This is done by constructing the change list for each term in order
in which they appear in the source and concatenating the change lists.
We briefly describe our approach to the problem of constructing the change list
for a term. The approach is based on the observation that for each subterm of a term,
there is a continuous block of characters in the source that correspond to the subterm.
Our approach is based on the traversal of a term and its value change in top-down,
left-to-right order and determining the list of consecutive tokens that correspond to the
subterms. This gives us for each term, its beginning and its end positions in the source
file.
We determine the list of tokens that correspond to a term by finding how a given term
can be written using the tokens list read from the sources using the modified lexer (which
are the same as those the term was constructed from).
While we traverse the subterm and corresponding value change in the mentioned way,
we additionally mark, according to the value change, which segments are to be removed
and at which positions to insert the corresponding strings from value change. The
change list of the term are then constructed from position the information associated
with the tokens.
3.4.3 Item-level Interface
In this section we describe Item-level Interface that we have build on top of the Term-level
Interface. Additionally, we discuss how we identify items that correspond to some objects
in the HLDS-level representation.
Item-level Interface.
The nature of the item-level representation allows for the changes to be done at each item
of a module independently. We designed an interface that implements only term-to-item
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matching and offers an interface for changing, deleting and adding items. It is up to the
reduction phases of Reductor to actually implement the interface. Thus the phases must
handle identification of items and the eventual reflection of the changes from item to the
supplied term.
As we said there are three options how to manipulate items in the sources. In the
case of changing the items, the reduction phase must specify a procedure that matches
the items match pred a procedure of the type change pred that transforms the item’s
term change. In the two other cases the user specifies only the procedure for matching
the items. In the case of adding items, a supplied string is added to the sources after the
first matched item.
Item-level Interface also includes extension of the interface, which transforms method
declarations in :- typeclass and method definitions in :- instance. The extended
Item-level Interface is build on top of the original interface by implementing match pred
and change pred for the basic Item-level Interface. Because method declarations and
definitions are also represented as items, this interface was designed to work in the same
way as the basic Item-level Interface. Unfortunately due to some deficiencies of the MMC,
this extended interface supports only deletion of items.
The specific implementations of the match pred and change pred will be described
in the sections that discuss statical and dynamical reductions.
Identifying items using context fields.
There are two ways in which the match predicates can be implemented. The obvious way
is to look if the contents of a given item match certain criteria.
The less obvious way is to inspect the item’s context DT. The MMC uses context
fields throughout the compiler (even HLDS) for the purposes of error reporting. It contains
information about location of the object it is associated with, more specifically its line
number and source file name.
We found that the Compiler behaves in such a way that, if modified, the context fields
can be exploited for identification of all kind of structures from (IM)HLDS to item and
its substructures. We would otherwise have to implement the identification in a manner
that is prohibitively developer-time consuming.
By changing the Compiler’s lexer and term parser, we designed a way of making
the context fields unique to such an extent that it satisfactory for the purposes of the
Reductor.
3.5 Dynamical Reduction
The idea of the dynamical reduction is to take the data collected by Mercury Deep Profiler
(MDP) [7] on multiple runs of the program with various input data (test data) and based
on the profile, remove most of unused code. This is achieved by cleverly substituting goals
of unused branches of code with throw goals so that we preserve syntactic correctness
of the program.
We will illustrate the basic idea on a simplified model. We imagine, simplified version
of execution model, which executes goals in top-down, left-to-right order. In this model
we would collect information from the profile, which would indicate for each atomic goal
if it was called during the execution of the runs on the sample data to the program. We
would then reduce each procedure by substituting topmost subgoals, that do not contain
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any called subgoals with a call to throw predicate. The resulting program will have same
outputs for the corresponding runs of input data that we used to construct the profiling
data. On different data the program might exit with an exception.
The problem with this approach is that MMC does not create programs that execute
goals in this way. For example, it may reorder conjuncts to satisfy mode declarations of
the calls in the conjunction (see Section 4.2 of Reference Manual [5] for details). However
these issues do not prohibit a similar approach to the one described.
3.5.1 Overview of Dynamical Reduction
We present the main steps Reductor goes through to dynamically reduce a program:
1. Read-in of the profile created on the test data: We integrated MDP into the
Reductor and we use it to collect and read the profiling data. (Section 3.5.4)
2. Transferring deep profile data to IMHLDS procedures: We collect data
from MDP for some of the call sites in the program. The data we collect tells us
which ports of the standard box model were used on those call sites. (Section 3.5.4)
3. Computing called goals in IMHLDS procedures: The data we collected from
MDP do not contain information about which ports of the box model were used for
each atomic goal. In this step we use information from MMC’s semantic analysis
(contained in IMHLDS representation of a procedure) to improve this information.
(Section 3.5.4)
4. At this point, we decide which predicates will be reduced, i.e. in which clauses
we want to substitute some of the goals with call to throw. Any procedures may
be excluded from the reduction, if necessary, because our dynamical reduction has
local character — the reductions made in a predicate do not depend on reductions
made on any other predicates. Currently, predicates that have multiple modes and
typeclass methods are unimplemented and thus we do not attempt to reduce them.
Procedures are sorted by module and each module is processed separately. The
reduction of each procedure is done by implementing change predicates of the Re-
ductor’s I/O interface, which we explained in Section 3.4.
The main steps taken by the dynamical reduction’s implementation of the change
predicate follow. This processes each clause of the procedure that is to be reduced sepa-
rately:
1. Transferring data about called atomic goals into the corresponding clause
in the item representation of the clause: We designed an algorithm that
uses the concept of context fields, mentioned in Section 3.4, to accomplish this.
(Section 3.5.5)
2. Reducing the item’s goal: Identifying the subgoals of the processed item clause
that are to be substituted with an exception. (Section 3.5.2)
3. Transfer of the changes from item representation to term representation
of the clause: Construction of the val change to the term that corresponds to
the item being processed. (Section 3.5.5)
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3.5.2 Computing Goals Substitutable with Exceptions
We begin by describing the part of the dynamical reduction that determines which sub-
goals can be substituted by an exception for the reduced program to give the correct
output on the test data. By the test data, we mean the input that was used to create the
deep profile that was passed to the dynamical reduction.
Syntactically, exceptions can be substituted for any goal.
It is probably not immediately clear that substituting arbitrary goal with determinism
erroneous (which throw goal has) will not cause any mode or determinism errors.
We begin by discussing the determinism. Recall the lattice, which gives the partial
ordering on determinism categories (see Section 6.1 of Reference Manual [5]). Also, recall
that determinism checking (see Section 6.2 of Reference Manual [5]) allows us to declare
the determinism as the one that is greater or equal to the inferred determinism in the
ordering given by the lattice. The determinism erroneous is greater or equal then any
existing determinism. Thus, from the point of view of the determinism, we may only get
a warning.
We proceed with the mode analysis. The mode analysis (see Section 4.2 of Reference
Manual [5]) checks that the final instantiatedness of each goal satisfies certain constraints.
For each goal that has the erroneous determinism, it is assumed that calling such a goal
will always produce an exception. This mean that the goal will never produce any output.
For this reason, no constraints are put on the final instantiatedness of the goal. Thus we
do not get mode errors, we may only get warnings informing us about possible singleton
variables.
The algorithm for computing removable goals.
This algorithm processes goals of clauses in the representation of item DT to identify
removable goals in program clauses. By removable goals, we mean some subset of goals
that can, but does not have to, be substituted with an exception, while preserving the
program semantics on the test data. By non-removable goals, we mean the complement of
the subset. We describe the algorithm here and we discuss its correctness in Section 3.5.3.
As an input to this algorithm, we assume that we are given the information about
which atomic goals were called on the test data. More precisely, we assume that we get a
superset of the called atomic goals. We define atomic goals as the goals that do not have
any subgoals, i.e. calls and unifications.
If we consider the ordering of goals that is given by traversing the goal tree in top-
down, left-to-right order, we mark all goals that are preceded by any called atomic goal
(called goals included) as non-removable.
This means that some goals might not contain any called goals and still be non-
removable. The reason for this is the fact that if we substituted those goals with a call to
throw, we would change the way the goal is reordered and this could a cause premature
termination of the reduced program by an exception. Code reordering was the major
challenge in the design of the dynamical reduction and we discuss it in Section 3.5.3.
We present the details of the algorithm. The algorithm traverses the goal in the
opposite order to the one described earlier. Each goal gets annotated with information
saying if it is non-removable. We call this information removal status :
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All goals that contain a single subgoal: The removal status is the same as the re-
moval status of its subgoal.
‘and’, ‘implication’, ‘equivalence’, ‘or’: If the second-argument goal is non-removable,
then the first-argument goal and all its subgoals are considered non-removable.
‘if then else’: The ‘if then else’ goal inherits removal status from its ‘if’ subgoal.
Atomic goals: They are non-removable if they are called, otherwise they are removable.
This can be overridden with in ‘and’, ‘implication’, ‘equivalence’, ‘or’.
3.5.3 Issues with Code Reordering
In this section, we discuss the problems associated with the fact that MMC may reorder
goals. We discuss our assumptions about the compilation model of MMC and we discuss
the correctness of the algorithm for computing removable goals, which was explained in
Section 3.5.2.
Basic assumptions.
We note that MMC may reorder conjunctions to satisfy mode declarations of the calls in
the conjunctions (see Section 4.2 of Reference Manual [5] for details). Additionally, MMC
may reorder disjunctions and optimize away some calls and do other optimizations (see
Section 12 of Reference Manual [5] for details).
For the dynamical reduction we need these three assumptions, which we believe we get
by using strict sequential operational semantics, as described in Section 12 of Reference
Manual [5]:
1. No calls are optimized away.
Our implementation of dynamical reduction assumes that the data from the deep
profile are accurate in the “semantic” sense, which is clear from the following fact.
If some calls were optimized away, collected profile may indicate that the goal was
not called, which then might cause the goal to be considered removable, and as such
it could be potentially substituted with an exception. This could then make the
reduced program to incorrectly throw an exception on the test data.
2. Conjunctions are reordered minimally, every time the ordering of con-
juncts is the same.
This restriction will be clarified later in this section, for now we just note that the if
we created two profiles on the same test data with different conjunction orderings,
we may get different information about which atomic goals are called, which could
again potentially lead to different output of the algorithm from section Section 3.5.2,
which can be problematic.
3. Disjunctions are not reordered.
This makes possible for an algorithm from Section 3.5.2 to be improved with respect
to how it handles the removal status of the ‘or’ subgoals.
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The conjunction reordering in MMC.
We assume that the conjunction reordering is handled in the way described in this section5.
We interpret the paragraph about strict sequential operational semantics from Sec-
tion 12 of Reference Manual [5] so that that no reordering is done except for the one in
mode analysis pass of MMC. The algorithm is described on top of the main source file of
MMC’s mode analysis, the compiler/mode.m.
From the source file comments, we understood that the minimal conjunction reordering
is done in the following way. To schedule a goal means to check that the goal can be
minimally reordered to accept the current instantiation of its input variables and that the
instantiation of variables is changed according to the variables bound by the conjunct. If
the goal can not be minimally reordered, then it can not be scheduled. (See the source
file for details of mode analysis algorithm):
1. Attempt to schedule first (in the order in which they appear in the program) non-
delayed, unscheduled conjunct, if it can not be scheduled, delay it and proceed to
step (2).
2. Attempt to schedule one delayed goal. Try them in order in which they were delayed,
from the first delayed to the last delayed. If none of the delayed goals can be
scheduled, or if there are no delayed goals, then do nothing and continue with step
(1). Otherwise continue with (3).
3. If it is possible to continue with (1) or (2) then do so. If it is not possible then the
program is not mode correct (which does not happen since Reductor accepts only
mode-correct programs).
Restrictions on reordering of conjuncts of the reduced program that ensures
correctness.
It is guaranteed that a program dynamically reduced for a given input will give the same
results as the original one, if both are compiled with strict operational semantics and the
following conditions are held:
1. The conjuncts that were called in the original program have the same ordering in
the reduced program with respect to each other as in the original program and the
call goals call the same modes of the called predicates.
2. The originally uncalled conjuncts are not reordered in front of any originally called
conjuncts.
3. In the reduced program, only originally uncalled conjuncts may be substituted with
call to throw.
The first two conditions ensure that each procedure is called with the same inputs as
in the original program. We suspect that if we would not require (1), this might not be
ensured for at least for goals that have determinism multi.
The failure to comply with the 3rd condition causes the reduced program to terminate
by exception on the test data.
5If it were not the case then we could not use our approach without substantially modifying Compiler.
So far, all our testcases produce correct inputs given this assumption.
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Correctness of the algorithm for identifying removable goals.
We show that given the mentioned mode-reordering from MMC, the algorithm for deter-
mining non-removable goals from Section 3.5.2 satisfies the conditions described above.
Thus by substituting arbitrary non-removable goals with calls to throw we get the pro-
gram that would give correct outputs on the test data.
If we observe the following three fats, it is obvious that the conditions are satisfied:
1. In the algorithm for computing non-removable goals, all first k conjuncts of a con-
junction (if we flatten it) correspond to called goals and are thus computed as non-
removable goals. This means that in the resulting program, first k− 1 conjuncts do
not contain removable subgoals.
2. Removable subgoals are not called (on the test data).
3. Because of (1), the MMC’s algorithm for mode-checking proceeds in the same way
up to kth conjunct (kth conjunct excluded). Thus in the beginning of the kth step,
the set of delayed conjuncts in the reduced program would be a subset of delayed
conjuncts at the same step during ordering of the original program. Furthermore
the ordering of the elements of the former set would be same as of the ordering of the
corresponding elements in the latter set. Additionally, because the kth conjunct in
the original conjunct ordering is called, the element is currently either unscheduled
or in the current set of delayed goals. We need to show that the kth conjunct would
not be scheduled later then in the original program. It can not be scheduled later,
because introduction of exceptions does not require more bound instantiation of
input variables.
3.5.4 Collecting Data from the Deep Profiler
In this section, we explain more precisely what kind of data we collect from MDP and how
this information is transfered to the IMHLDS representation, which uses it to compute
the superset of the called goals.
Data from the profiler.
The MDP consists of two parts, the part contained in MMC which can be instructed to
collect profiling information into the Deep.data file. The other part is a web user interface
that presents the collected information to the user. We call the interpreted information
from Deep.data the deep profile and use it in Reductor.
The deep profile contains for each procedure’s call site information that says which
ports of the standard box model were used by the procedures called from the call site.
More precisely in addition to the standard box model (call, exit, fail, redo), Mercury has
one additional port that says if the procedure threw an exception.
The deep profile has four main data structures6. The proc static represents the
information about call sites of procedures. The call sites are represented by the call
site static. This information is same for each deep profile of a particular program. The
deep profile also contains similar dynamic structures, the proc dynamic and call site
dynamic, which are unique to each deep profile and contain profiling information. For
details of the design of MDP and description of the mention data structures, see [7].
6We reuse the MMC code that parses the Deep.data file.
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Transferring data into the IMHLDS.
We want to transfer the information about the used box model’s ports in each call site of
the deep profile to corresponding call sites in IMHLDS. We use MDP’s predicate deep
lookup css own to look up this information for us from the MDP’s dynamic structures.
We do the transfer by finding for each proc static in the deep profile its corresponding
proc info in IMHLDS and by subsequently matching the procedure’s call site static
to the corresponding call goals in the proc info.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to find a complete match without false positives. We
thus designed a mechanism, explained below, that allows us to compute called goals, if
the match satisfies following properties:
1. For determining a proc info that correspond to a given proc static, we require
one correct match. It is acceptable for some procedures from IMHLDS to remain
unmatched.
2. For call sites, we allow multiple matches (at least one of them has to be correct) or
no matches. For each call site we collect if the procedure was called, if it failed and
if it exited.
If there are no matches for a given call site in hlds goal, then we record that the
call site was called, failed and exited.
If there are multiple matches, we record that it was called, if it was called in any of
the matches. Similarly for fail and exit.
We find the IMHLDS representation of a procedures for a given proc static by
searching for it in IMHLDS using following attributes: name, arity, pred/func, proc id,
module name. This is almost enough to uniquely identify the procedure. The only
problem happens if the module name is not fully qualified. If there are multiple matches
we output that there were no matches so as to satisfy (1). Also, we do not match lambda
expressions, because the procedures for them are not constructed in the IMHLDS.
The matching of call sites in a procedure is more ambiguous. There are several kinds
of call site static, but for the purposes of matching they fall in two groups. One group
corresponds to a call and foreign proc constructors in hlds goal. In that group, all
call sites have one procedure that can be called there, which is known at compile time.
The second group does not have the property of the first group, these correspond to
generic call in hlds goal.
In the first group we match the call site by looking up the corresponding procedure
static and subsequently the proc info of the procedure that may be called here and
we check that it is the same proc info that may be called from the call site in IMHLDS,
we are trying to match it to. In the second group, we match the call site only by the line
number at which the call site occurs and by its kind (lambda call, class call, etc.). Other
matching information is not available.
Improving the information on called goals.
Because the information from the deep profile that we collected into the IMHLDS is
not accurate and it does not give us much information about unifications, we need to
improve our information about which atomic goals are called. For the following passes, it
is sufficient to know if a given atomic goal is called/uncalled.
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We present here the algorithm that gives us a superset of the called goals. The
algorithm traverses the goal tree in bottom-up, left-to-right order and for each goal it
calculates three boolean variables indicating if the goal may have been called, if it may
have exited and if it may have failed (we call this the call status of the goal). The result
is then given by the value of called boolean variable in call status of atomic goals.
For each node of hlds goal, if the previous goal (in order of execution) has not ever
exited, we set called=no, exited=no, failed=no, otherwise:
call, generic call, foreign proc We leave the call status as it was collected from the
deep profile.
unify If the previous goal, is called and exits then we look-up the determinism of the
unification. If it is deterministic, we set called=yes, exited=yes, failed=no. If
the determinism is not det, we set called=yes, exited=yes, failed=yes
conj If any of the conjuncts is called we set, called=yes. If any of the conjuncts can fail
we set failed=yes. If the last conjunct exited, we set exited=yes.
If it is not explicitly written above otherwise, we set called=no, exited=no,
failed=no.
disj, switch If any of the disjuncts were called, we set called=yes. Similarly for exited.
If all of the disjuncts have set failed=yes then we set failed=yes
not If its subgoal was called, we set called=yes. If its subgoal failed, we set exited=yes.
If its subgoal exited, we set failed=yes
if then else if the ‘if’ goal is called, then we set called=yes for the current goal. If the
‘if’ goal has failed, and the ‘then’ goal has failed, then we set failed=yes for the
current goal. If the ‘if’ goal has exited and the ‘then’ goal has exited then we set
exited=yes for the current goal.
Similar conditions apply for the ‘else’ goal.
If it is not explicitly written above otherwise, we set called=no, exited=no,
failed=no.
scope The call status of the only subgoal is inherited.
3.5.5 Implementation of the Change Predicate
In this section, we describe how we transform each clause of a procedure, which is to
be reduced. This is done on item level and then transformed into the term level of
representation.
The algorithm for identifying non-removable goals, described in Section 3.5.2, operates
on the item representation of the program, but we have information about called goal
in the IMHLDS representation. Therefore, we need to transfer the data to the item
representation.
After computing the non-removable goals, we need to transform the term change DT,
by constructing its val change data structure. This is the output of the change predicate,
which we explained together with the purpose of these DT in Section 3.4.
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An atomic goal in the item representation of a procedure is composed of the
corresponding atomic goals in IMHLDS.
MMC, when it converts item representation to HLDS representation, at some point, con-
verts atomic goals from the item representation into superhomogenous form, which will
give us the atomic hlds goals that particular atomic goal gets converted into.
There are two kinds of atomic goals in the item representation. We describe the two
kinds:
call expr This represents call to a predicate, which is not a function. Its arguments are
represented by term.
unify expr This represents top-level unifications. These are unifications witch are not
themselves contained in any unification. The top-level unifications are of the form
‘Expr = Expr’, where ‘Expr’ are represented by term.
These terms contained in representation of atomic goals may represent unifications,
function calls or variables7. For example consider this code:
:- type mlist ---> mlist cons(T, mlist) ; mlist nil.
:- pred p(mlist(int)::in) is semidet.
p(B):-
A=mlist cons(mlist cons(2,mlist nil),
mlist cons(mlist cons(1,mlist nil), mlist nil)),
condense list(A, mlist cons(2, mlist cons(list
head(B), mlist nil)).
In the code first conjunct in p is a top-level unification. The terms corresponding to the
left and right expressions of the top-level unification are copied unchanged (as they were
parsed) into the item representation.
We explain superhomogenous form by giving an example of how the predicate p is
converted into it. All subterms of each term are converted into individual objects that do
not themselves contain any subterms:
p(B):-
A=mlist cons(V1, V2),
V2=mlist nil ,
V3=mlist cons(2, V4),
V4=mlist nil ,
V2=mlist cons(V6, V5),
V5=mlist nil ,
V6=mlist cons(1, V7),
V7=mlist nil ,
condense list(A, V8),
V8=mlist cons(2, V9),
V9=mlist cons(2, V10),
V10=mlist cons(V12 , V11),
7They may also represent some syntactic sugar
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V11=mlist nil ,
V12=list head(B).
Extraction of call status from atomic goals in IMHLDS.
This section describes how we identify the call status of an atomic goal in a clause goal in
item representation, given the hlds goal of the procedure that corresponds to the clause.
We observed that we can determine the call status of an atomic goal in item represen-
tation by looking-up the atomic hlds goals from IMHLDS that the atomic goal consists
of in the following way. If any of the atomic hlds goals corresponding to the atomic
goal in item representation are called, then the atomic goal is called.
Because hlds goal does not correspond well to goal, the exact matching of goal to
its corresponding goals in hlds goal is unrealistically difficult.
This lead us to design matching algorithm that is based on the matching the hlds goals
by the context fields of the terms in atomic goals that we described in the previous sec-
tion. More precisely, we observed that each subterm may be converted into one atomic
hlds goal and that each atomic hlds goal has such a subterm or it correspond directly
to the call in the goal. We thus find these hlds goals by looking them up by the context
field of the all the subterms of the terms contained in the atomic goal. The atomic goals
in item representation can be looked-up similarly as their subterms.
The problem with this approach is that we may get false positives, which decreases
the accuracy and thus increasing the superset of called goals.
After we look-up the atomic hlds goals that correspond to an atomic goal, we de-
termine the call status of the goal as follows. If call status of any of the matched atomic
hlds goals is called, then we set the call status of the corresponding goal to called.
As noted in the Section 3.5.1, we do not reduced multi-moded predicates. In case of
multi-moded predicates, where the modes are defined using same clauses, if we wanted
to reduce them, we could do so by combining the information about call status of atomic
goals from the corresponding procedures of a predicate.
Constructing the val change for the clause.
As an input to this, for each subgoal of the clause goal, we know if the subgoal is
removable.
The item-level representation of a clause corresponds reasonably well to the term rep-
resentation of a clause. This fact allow us to solve this problem by recursively traversing
clause goal and the corresponding term so as to determine for each subgoal its corre-
sponding subterm, while building the val change.
We build the val change as follows. The val change for the corresponding node in
the term tree may have these constructors:
no lvl change , if the term corresponds to the goal that is non-removable, or if the
term is on some path from root to the leaves located in the term tree between two
terms which correspond to the non-removable goals (some terms do not have their
corresponding subgoal of the goal).
replace , if the term’s corresponding goal is removable and the goal is not itself subgoal
of removable goal.
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no change , if it is atomic term, or we cannot match the term, or any of its subterms to
the corresponding goal.
3.5.6 Final Remarks
There is a possibility of reordering the predicates in output items, which would allow us
to reduce more, but this would be more difficult to implement and we believe that we
would not gain much by this because (1) usually, the programmers write predicates in
the “correct” order and (2) if we did major reordering, the reordering might confuse the
programmer.
Also it may seem unnecessary to use IMHLDS for dynamical reduction (single module
HLDS-like structure would suffice), because the dynamical reduction is very local. The
reason why we choose to use IMHLDS is because, we initially planned to interconnect it
with the statical reduction and we wanted to keep this option open.
Additionally, we learned about new Profiler Feedback Framework, which might per-
haps have saved us some work. The framework feeds back the information from the deep
profile into the MMC. Unfortunately this new and still hidden feature is not available in
the version of Mercury the Reductor is based on. For more details see deep profiler/
feedback.m in newer versions of mercury (version rotd-2009-12-078, for example).
3.6 Statical Reduction
This section describes how Reductor identifies inaccessible procedures, how it decides
which clauses and declarations to remove and passes the changes to the I/O interface
which is explained in Section 3.4.
3.6.1 Overview of Statical Reduction
First, we would like to precisely define the notion of accessible procedures. Procedure B
is accessible from procedure A, if there is a call site that can call procedure B in a goal
of some procedure that is accessible from A. We call accessible procedure any procedure
in a program that is accessible from main. It is obvious from Section 3.1, that it is not
generally possible to say what procedures can be called from a call site. Reductor thus
determines only superset of accessible procedures. Computing the superset of accessible
procedures is discussed in Section 3.6.2 (elements of the superset may be further called
accessible procedures, for shortness).
Unfortunately, there are some cases, when it is not just possible to remove all proce-
dures about which we can determine that they are inaccessible. This is because other dec-
larations might declare something about an inaccessible procedure (such as most pragma
promise pure declarations) or depend on the procedure being declared (initialize dec-
laration, for example). Thus sometimes we need to remove additional declarations (be-
yond the obvious pred, func and mode declarations and procedure’s clauses) and in some
cases, it is not possible to delete an inaccessible procedure at all, not even replace its goal
with an exception. Problem of removing the items related to inaccessible procedures is
discussed in Section 3.6.3.
8Source included on the DVD
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More precisely, there are four steps that we take in the process of statically reducing
the procedures of a program:
1. Calculate superset of accessible procedures of the program.
2. Determine for each module, which inaccessible procedures can not be
removed from the program. We call these non-removable procedures
3. Recalculate the superset of accessible procedures by adding non-removable
procedures. We call this special superset of accessible procedures removable proce-
dures.
4. Remove the items that that correspond to the removable procedures.
This is done separately for each module of the program through Reductor’s I/O
interface (which is discussed in Section 3.4).
3.6.2 Procedure Accessibility
The algorithm for finding accessible procedures is implemented by the predicate find
AccessibleProcs. It is a depth-first search that goes through the subgoals of the hlds
goal of a given procedure in the imhlds. Each procedure that is processed is added to
the set of accessible procedures. The algorithm starts by processing the predicate main.
The subgoals are processed so that those goals, that are not calls or unifications, are
processed by doing nothing and continuing to their deeper subgoals. If the goal is a
unification that constructs the lambda expression, we process the goal that corresponds
to the lambda expression. We do not try to detect if the lambda expression is ever called
for two reasons:
1. It is impossible to tell in the general case, because the variable that contains the
value of a lambda expression can be put, for example, into a list with other lambda
expressions of the same type and mode:
:- type lambda list == list(pred(int , int)).
And the list can be passed as a parameter to other predicates. . .
2. Even if we would determine if the lambda expression is used, at least in some cases,
it would be difficult to remove it, because as we know from Section 3.1, the hlds
goal does not correspond directly to the goal used in the item representation of
the program.
If a subgoal is a call it behaves as follows:
call These are static calls, where pred id and proc id of procedure is known. We simply
look-up the procedure and process it.
generic call If this is a call to a lambda expression, then we do nothing. As explained
earlier, lambda expressions are handled at the place they are constructed.
If the generic call is a call to a typeclass method (class call constructor) then
we know, which method it is, but we do not know the instance of the method, be-
cause these are determined at run-time by the corresponding typeclass-info variable.
However, calls to these procedures are enclosed in a compiler-generated procedure
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that represents methods of all instances and has one top-level goal that is generic
call (which is constructed using class call constructor). This means we are in
such procedure and we have already put it into the set of accessible procedures.
This means we can process class call kind of this subgoal this way: We look-up all
instances of the typeclass the class call corresponding to from instance tables
of imported modules (instance declarations can be spread across multiple modules).
In these instances we look-up implementations of the method whose call we are
processing. Then we process method implementations from all instances of the
typeclass.
foreign proc These are static calls to predicates implemented using foreign language
interface. We process them the same way as call. This is because their goal is
empty and because, as noted in Section 2.3, we do not support these procedures to
call Mercury predicates. If this is not complied with, the algorithm may not include
the predicates in question to set of accessible predicates.
3.6.3 Procedure Removal
Determining the removable procedures.
As we already indicated in Section 3.6.1, it is not possible to just remove procedure’s
declaration and its clauses based on the fact that the procedure is inaccessible.
We divide predicates in to two groups, based on what kinds of declarations are they
referenced from. Based on what group the predicate falls into, we consider its inaccessible
procedures to be either removable or non-removable:
1. The predicates that are not referenced by any declarations or are referenced only by
the declarations that declare some property of a procedure, where the declaration
has no effect on the program, if it is removed together with inaccessible procedure.
These are the all pragma declarations from Section 4.4, 15, 16.1, 16.2, 16.3, 17.2 and
17.3 of Reference Manual [5].
We consider all the inaccessible procedures of such predicates to be removable.
If the predicate has some, but not all of its procedures inaccessible, we delete the
corresponding procedure clauses and mode declarations.
If the predicate has no accessible procedures, we delete its pred declaration and all
of its mode declarations and clauses. Additionally, if the predicate is referenced by
any declarations, then we remove them.
2. The procedures that do not fall into the first category and are referenced by some
declarations. Those declarations typically cannot be simply removed, because some
other declarations depend on the declarations that depend on the procedure being
declared.
We consider all the inaccessible procedures of such predicates and procedures ac-
cessible from the predicates to be non-removable.
We discuss reasons for doing so for each of these declarations, excluding the unsup-
ported ones (see Section 2.3). In the case of the unsupported declarations making
procedures of the declarations non-removable is a way of making the reduced pro-
gram contain smallest amount of errors (as Reductor tries to Reduce programs that
do not correspond to specified input):
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(a) User Defined Equality and Comparison (see Section 7 of Reference Manual [5]
for definition), which specifies which predicate is to be used instead of generic
unification and the same for comparison:
Reason is that we would have to transform the declaration, if only one of
unification or comparison predicates are unused (i.e. delete the unification or
comparison part), which is not implemented.
(b) Module Initialization and Module Finalization (see Section 9.4, 9.5 of Reference
Manual [5] for definitions):
The predicates referenced from these declarations may be called even though
they are not accessible. This is caused by the fact that the initialize and finalize
declarations do not introduce new call sites into any procedure goals despite
of the fact that their code is executed.
(c) foreign type and foreign proc from Foreign Language Interface (FLI) and
import, c code and export from C Interface (see Section 13, 14 of Reference
Manual [5] for definitions):
For foreign type the reason is the same as in (b).
For the rest of these pragma declarations there is a problem with identifying
which procedures (modes) correspond to which declarations (it is not as easy
as for mercury clauses discussed later in this section). Also, there is a problem
with may call mercury option of the foreign proc, import, c code pragma
declarations. In addition to that there are some not easily resolvable issues with
Reductor’s support of MMC’s foreign language interfaces (see Section 2.3).
For those reasons, we think our solution of treating inaccessible predicates
referenced by MMC’s FLI as non-removable yields the best price/performance
ratio .
Technically, the algorithm that determines the non-removable procedures is based on
item-level representation of the program (module items map DT), where we search each
module for the declarations discussed above and from these declarations we extract what
predicates they reference. Thus getting a list of (pred/func, module, name, arity) tuples,
where each uniquely identifies user-defined predicate.
Identifying items that we want to remove and removing them.
To remove the items from the sources we use the item-level interface described in Sec-
tion 3.4. We thus need to implement the procedure for matching the items we want to
delete.
The pred and func can be identified by the context field associated with pred info.
In case of mode declarations, this is similar situation with proc info.
The other declarations are identified by the predicate name, and optionally arity, that
they reference, which is a unique identification of a procedure in the given context.
Apparently nontrivial problem of finding clauses that correspond to a given mode of
predicate is solved by the way that we already mentioned at the end of Section 3.4
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Chapter 4
Testcases
In this section, we present a test suite of several debugging and demonstration testcases,
which we created or extracted from the MMC’s distribution during the development of
the Reductor.
The testcases are located in the reductor/tests directory on the enclose DVD and
they can be run by invoking make tests in the reductor directory. Alternatively, after
issuing make tests command for the first time, each testcase can be run separately by
invoking the following command in its top-level directory:
REDUCTOR DIR=<reductor directory > RED TYPE=<reduction type >
make -f TestcaseMakefile
Where reductor directory is the top-level directory of the program (i.e. reductor on
the enclosed CD) and reduction type is one of the following: static red, dyn red or
dyn static red.
Upon running each testcase, results of intermediate steps of running a testcase are
printed on the screen. These outputs indicate, which of the steps succeeded and which of
them failed. Table A.1 that sums up the results of all testcases is presented in Appendix A.
4.1 Anatomy of a Single Testcase
The testcase can be added by creating a directory in directory reductor/tests or any
of its subdirectories and by creating additional subdirectories in the created directory.
Instructions for creating the subdirectories and description of testcase output follow.
The behavior of testcase script is specified by the following files.
src This is the directory that contains all sources of the testcase. The module that
contains the main predicate (<module name>) has to have the same name as the
root directory of the testcase. The source file containing the module has to have
the following name: <module name>.m.
This directory must be present.
dyn red This empty directory, if present, specifies that dynamical reduction will be
made. The test data, for which the deep profile is created, are given by presence
of files 1stdin, 2stdin, . . . in the root directory of the testcase. The arguments
for the corresponding program input runs are given by 1args, 2args, . . . contained
also in the root directory of the testcase. At least 1stdin and 1args must be
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present. Alternatively, if files 1args, 2args, . . . were to have same content they can
be substituted by one file named args.
static red This empty directory, if present, specifies that statical reduction will be made.
The argument and input files are the same as in dyn red, but no deep profile is
created.
dyn static red This empty directory, if present, specifies that statical reduction will be
made on the sources of the program that are produced by dynamical reduction. The
presence of this directory requires the presence of dyn red. Argument and input
files are specified as in the previous cases.
Files and directories that are generated by the test scrips.
out Outputs from each of the intermediate steps are stored in this directory.
This includes all stdouts and stderrs produced by the reduced and original pro-
grams, compilation outputs and outputs produced by Reductor.
dyn red, dyn static red, static red The reduced versions of the original program,
that was stored in src.
.mk Technical directory, used by the test scripts for storing intermediate data.
source-out static red.vim Invoking gvim -S source-out static red.vim will con-
veniently open in vim tabs some of the files from the out directory discussed above.
Similar files to this one are provided for static red and dyn static red modes.
source static red.vim This file has similar function as the previous. This one is for
convenient compassion of reduced and original sources. Again similar files for other
reduction modes exist.
4.2 Testcases Distributed with Reductor
Creating the testcase suite and collecting a large number of testcases was of crucial im-
portance for building Reductor. Firstly, this was because we needed test some hypotheses
about the inner workings of MMC (which is not very well documented). Secondly, we
needed to debug Reductor and test lots of uncommon Mercury features. Thirdly, we
wanted to see how Reductor behaves on real-world sized programs.
The testcases are located in reductor/tests directory. This directory contains test-
cases divided into directories mostly by what component of the Reductor they are sup-
posed to test:
Aside from our own testcases, the test suite contains a lot of additional ones coming
almost exclusively from the distribution of Mercury.
static basic Contains testcases that were designed to test statical reduction.
dyn Contains testcases that were designed to test dynamical reduction
term level io Contains testcases that we used to test our I/O interface, mainly features
implemented in files rterm to src.m and source update.m
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gen typeclass Contains sources extracted from mercury-tests package from Mercury
distribution. We used these for testing how statical reduction behaves on uncommon
Mercury code.
samples Contains some real-world size testcases as a demonstration of Mercury features.
For example we included the Mercury implementation of the diff utility, copied
from samples that came with Mercury distribution. Another sample is the term
parser testcase, which is a program for parsing Mercury terms. This was taken
from the implementation of MMC.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
Main motivation behind building Reductor was to develop a tool, based on statical and
dynamical source-code reduction, that would help Mercury programmers in understanding
and reusing Mercury programs.
It is difficult to say, how much this tool is useful, because the task of doing so would
require to attempt to use it in building some real-world software from existing code in
Mercury, which is beyond the scope of this work. We collected some testcases to give
a peek into how the reduced programs look like, but this is not enough for a proper
evaluation. We can only say that we have seen numerous opportunities for applying
Reductor during its development.
We think that Reductor is mature enough for someone to test its usefulness. The reduc-
tions are sufficiently powerful and the few imposed constraints on the Mercury language,
needed only for statical reductions, concern features that are rather rare. Therefore the
presence of the forbidden constructs does not, in majority of the cases, prevent Reductor
from reducing the program, it may only cause the reduced program to be uncompilable,
but still useful for manual exception. Additionally, Reductor keeps the formatting of the
original program as much as is possible.
5.1 Notable Features of Reductor Development
From the beginning, it was clear that we will have to reuse some of the MMC source.
The question was whether to use only item-level representation or use also HLDS-level
representation of the program. We decided to use MMC’s semantic analysis, because it
was necessary, if we wanted to achieve powerful enough reductions, especially in the case
of dynamical reductions.
Also, it was clear from the beginning, that the major complication will be the require-
ment on keeping the formatting of original programs. Otherwise, we could have probably
used predicates for outputting HLDS from MMC or at least implement similar kind of
predicates for outputting the item-level representation.
Because of the fact that MMC, even if we ignore anything beyond semantic analysis,
is very large and not a very well documented piece of software, we were not always able to
decipher what is stored in its data structures. Therefore the development of Reductor was
to some extent experimental. Although we had a rough idea about Reductor’s design, in
some cases, it was easier for us to do some initial versions of some Reductor’s parts, that
would test our assumptions and parts were then progressively improved or redesigned.
Because of this fact, we also needed to create various testcases that would test these
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assumptions, which made the testcase suite vital.
5.2 Possible Extensions
We think that can Reductor can be comfortably extended to be able to remove more
declarations and to remove most of the limitations it places on the Input program.
There are however several areas in which the way MMC is designed limits the exten-
sions, as its code was not designed for the purposes of Reductor. Most notable thing is
that it is very problematic to make changes in the contents of clauses and declarations
on a large scale, if the formatting is to be kept. This is because it is very difficult to
construct appropriate val change for the terms that correspond to the items and even
more so for corresponding HLDS representation. One of the reasons is the conversions
loose some information that needs to be recomputed.
For the perspective of changing declarations and clauses, it would be interesting to see
if the items level representations and HLDS level representations of MMC could be some-
how redesigned so that similar interfaces like our Term-level Interface could be constructed
on item and HLDS levels of program representation. Such an extension would make many
kinds of reductions very easy and would probably be useful for other programming tools
for Mercury.
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Appendix A
Testcase Results
In table Table A.1 we present the results of the reductions of our testcases. These can be
obtained by running make tests in reductor directory.
For each testcase, there are four columns:
src comp Indicates whether the source of the testcase can be compiled. Not all testcases
can compile. This is because some of the testcases are automatically extracted from
mercury-tests package distributed with MMC by a script.
red works Indicates whether Reductor completes particular reduction of a testcase. This
may again fail on some testcases, because not all of them comply with the specifi-
cation.
red src comp Indicates whether the reduced source compiles. Because Reductor tries to
reduce sources even if they do not comply to the restrictions requested by the spec-
ification, the reduced source may become uncompilable. Additionally, dynamical
reduction may introduce some type ambiguity (very rare even on large sources).
out agrees indicates whether the original and the reduced sources return same stdout
stderr and exit status on given stdin. Sources whose output does not depend
solely on the given stdin may still be correctly reduced but reported as failing in
this column.
history This column used to indicates, if the result of corresponding reduction worsened
compared to the previous runs of the make test command.
Table A.1: Testcase results from statical reductions (static red),
dynamical reductions (dynamic red) and dynamical reduction fol-
lowed by a statical reduction (dyn static red).
test name src comp red works red src comp out agrees history
==========static red
arbitrary constraint class OK OK OK OK N/A
arbitrary constraint pred 1 OK OK OK OK N/A
arbitrary constraint pred 2 OK OK OK OK N/A
complicated constraint OK FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
complicated fundeps OK OK OK OK N/A
constrained lambda OK OK OK OK N/A
exist disjunction OK OK OK OK N/A
existential data types OK OK OK OK N/A
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test name src comp red works red src comp out agrees history
existential type classes FAILED OK FAILED FAILED N/A
existential type switch OK OK OK OK N/A
extract typeinfo OK OK OK OK N/A
extract typeinfo2 OK OK OK OK N/A
extra typeinfo OK OK OK OK N/A
func default mode bug OK OK OK OK N/A
fundeps 1 OK OK OK OK N/A
fundeps 2 OK OK OK OK N/A
fundeps 3 OK OK OK OK N/A
fundeps 4 OK OK OK OK N/A
fundeps 5 OK OK OK OK N/A
fundeps 6 OK OK OK OK N/A
fundeps 7 OK OK OK OK N/A
ground constraint OK OK OK OK N/A
ground constraint 2 OK OK OK OK N/A
ho map OK OK OK OK N/A
implied instance OK OK OK OK N/A
impure methods OK OK OK OK N/A
inference test FAILED OK FAILED FAILED N/A
inference test 2 FAILED OK FAILED FAILED N/A
instance clauses OK OK OK OK N/A
instance unconstrained tvar OK OK OK OK N/A
intermod typeclass bug FAILED OK FAILED FAILED N/A
lambda multi constraint same tvar FAILED OK FAILED FAILED N/A
mode decl order bug OK OK OK OK N/A
module test FAILED OK FAILED FAILED N/A
multi constraint diff tvar OK OK OK OK N/A
multi constraint same tvar OK OK OK OK N/A
multi moded OK OK OK OK N/A
multi parameter OK OK OK OK N/A
multi parameter bug OK OK OK OK N/A
no fundep infer FAILED OK FAILED FAILED N/A
nondet class method OK OK FAILED FAILED N/A
operator classname OK OK OK OK N/A
record syntax OK FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
recursive instance 1 OK OK OK OK N/A
reordered existential constraint OK OK OK OK N/A
superclass bug OK OK FAILED FAILED N/A
superclass bug2 OK OK OK OK N/A
superclass bug3 OK OK OK OK N/A
superclass call OK OK OK OK N/A
tuple instance OK OK OK OK N/A
typeclass exist method OK OK OK OK N/A
typeclass exist method 2 OK OK OK OK N/A
typeclass order bug OK OK OK OK N/A
typeclass order bug2 OK OK OK OK N/A
typeclass order bug3 OK OK OK OK N/A
typeclass test 5 OK OK OK OK N/A
typeclass test 6 OK OK OK OK N/A
type spec FAILED OK FAILED FAILED N/A
unbound tvar OK OK OK OK N/A
unqualified method FAILED OK FAILED FAILED N/A
use abstract instance FAILED OK FAILED FAILED N/A
use abstract typeclass FAILED OK FAILED FAILED N/A
calculator OK OK OK OK N/A
diff OK OK OK OK N/A
muz OK FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
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test name src comp red works red src comp out agrees history
term parser OK OK OK OK N/A
exist constr fig1 OK OK OK OK N/A
decls test OK OK OK OK N/A
multi module typeclass OK FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
t2 FAILED FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
==========dyn red
dyn basic OK OK OK OK N/A
empty conj OK OK OK OK N/A
multi moded OK OK OK OK N/A
skel OK OK OK OK N/A
arbitrary constraint class OK OK OK OK N/A
arbitrary constraint pred 1 OK OK OK OK N/A
arbitrary constraint pred 2 OK OK OK OK N/A
complicated constraint FAILED FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
complicated fundeps OK OK OK OK N/A
constrained lambda OK OK OK OK N/A
exist disjunction OK OK OK OK N/A
existential data types OK OK OK OK N/A
existential type classes FAILED FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
existential type switch OK OK OK OK N/A
extract typeinfo OK OK OK OK N/A
extract typeinfo2 OK OK OK OK N/A
extra typeinfo OK OK OK OK N/A
func default mode bug OK OK OK OK N/A
fundeps 1 OK OK OK OK N/A
fundeps 2 OK OK OK OK N/A
fundeps 3 OK OK OK OK N/A
fundeps 4 OK OK OK OK N/A
fundeps 5 OK OK OK OK N/A
fundeps 6 OK OK OK OK N/A
fundeps 7 OK OK OK OK N/A
ground constraint OK OK OK OK N/A
ground constraint 2 OK OK OK OK N/A
ho map OK OK OK OK N/A
implied instance OK OK OK OK N/A
impure methods OK OK OK OK N/A
inference test FAILED FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
inference test 2 FAILED FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
instance clauses OK OK OK OK N/A
instance unconstrained tvar OK OK OK OK N/A
intermod typeclass bug FAILED FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
lambda multi constraint same tvar FAILED FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
mode decl order bug OK OK OK OK N/A
module test FAILED FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
multi constraint diff tvar OK OK OK OK N/A
multi constraint same tvar OK OK OK OK N/A
multi moded OK OK OK OK N/A
multi parameter OK OK OK OK N/A
multi parameter bug OK OK OK OK N/A
no fundep infer FAILED FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
nondet class method OK OK OK OK N/A
operator classname OK OK OK OK N/A
record syntax OK OK OK OK N/A
recursive instance 1 OK OK OK OK N/A
reordered existential constraint OK OK OK OK N/A
superclass bug OK OK OK OK N/A
superclass bug2 OK OK OK OK N/A
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test name src comp red works red src comp out agrees history
superclass bug3 OK OK OK OK N/A
superclass call OK OK OK OK N/A
tuple instance OK OK OK OK N/A
typeclass exist method OK OK OK OK N/A
typeclass exist method 2 OK OK OK OK N/A
typeclass order bug OK OK OK OK N/A
typeclass order bug2 OK OK OK OK N/A
typeclass order bug3 OK OK OK OK N/A
typeclass test 5 OK OK OK OK N/A
typeclass test 6 OK OK OK OK N/A
type spec FAILED FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
unbound tvar OK OK OK OK N/A
unqualified method FAILED FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
use abstract instance FAILED FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
use abstract typeclass FAILED FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
calculator OK OK OK OK N/A
damen OK OK OK FAILED N/A
diff OK OK FAILED FAILED N/A
fft OK OK FAILED FAILED N/A
muz OK FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
term parser OK OK OK OK N/A
==========dyn static red
arbitrary constraint class OK OK OK OK N/A
arbitrary constraint pred 1 OK OK OK OK N/A
arbitrary constraint pred 2 OK OK OK OK N/A
complicated constraint FAILED FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
complicated fundeps OK OK OK OK N/A
constrained lambda OK OK OK OK N/A
exist disjunction OK OK OK OK N/A
existential data types OK OK OK OK N/A
existential type classes FAILED FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
existential type switch OK OK OK OK N/A
extract typeinfo OK OK OK OK N/A
extract typeinfo2 OK OK OK OK N/A
extra typeinfo OK OK OK OK N/A
func default mode bug OK OK OK OK N/A
fundeps 1 OK OK OK OK N/A
fundeps 2 OK OK OK OK N/A
fundeps 3 OK OK OK OK N/A
fundeps 4 OK OK OK OK N/A
fundeps 5 OK OK OK OK N/A
fundeps 6 OK OK OK OK N/A
fundeps 7 OK OK OK OK N/A
ground constraint OK OK OK OK N/A
ground constraint 2 OK OK OK OK N/A
ho map OK OK OK OK N/A
implied instance OK OK OK OK N/A
impure methods OK OK OK OK N/A
inference test FAILED FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
inference test 2 FAILED FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
instance clauses OK OK OK OK N/A
instance unconstrained tvar OK OK OK OK N/A
intermod typeclass bug FAILED FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
lambda multi constraint same tvar FAILED FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
mode decl order bug OK OK OK OK N/A
module test FAILED FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
multi constraint diff tvar OK OK OK OK N/A
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test name src comp red works red src comp out agrees history
multi constraint same tvar OK OK OK OK N/A
multi moded OK OK OK OK N/A
multi parameter OK OK OK OK N/A
multi parameter bug OK OK OK OK N/A
no fundep infer FAILED FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
nondet class method OK OK FAILED FAILED N/A
operator classname OK OK OK OK N/A
record syntax OK FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
recursive instance 1 OK OK OK OK N/A
reordered existential constraint OK OK OK OK N/A
superclass bug OK OK FAILED FAILED N/A
superclass bug2 OK OK OK OK N/A
superclass bug3 OK OK OK OK N/A
superclass call OK OK OK OK N/A
tuple instance OK OK OK OK N/A
typeclass exist method OK OK OK OK N/A
typeclass exist method 2 OK OK OK OK N/A
typeclass order bug OK OK OK OK N/A
typeclass order bug2 OK OK OK OK N/A
typeclass order bug3 OK OK OK OK N/A
typeclass test 5 OK OK OK OK N/A
typeclass test 6 OK OK OK OK N/A
type spec FAILED FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
unbound tvar OK OK OK OK N/A
unqualified method FAILED FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
use abstract instance FAILED FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
use abstract typeclass FAILED FAILED FAILED FAILED N/A
term parser OK OK FAILED FAILED N/A
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Appendix B
Organization of the Sources into
Modules
This is automatically generated overview of the Reductor’s modules. It supplements the
information contained in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2. It is sorted alphabetically.
accessible procs.m
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
% This module conta ins code to compute a c c e s s i b l e procedures and a c c e s s i b l e
% t y p e c l a s s procedures . This informat ion i s used in s t a t i c a l reduc t ion
%
% by the t y p e c l a s s procedures , we mean procedures dec la red in : - t y p e c l a s s .
%
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
dyn clause to term.m
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
% This module take s de s i r ed po s i t i o n s in goa l f o r add i t i on o f excep t i ons
% tha t are computed in ‘ dyn process item .m ’ . For these , we cons t ruc t
% term change (T) DT, tha t are accepted by the I /O in t e r f a c e o f Reductor t ha t i s
% implemented in red to src i n t e r f a c e .m
%
% In documentation , t h i s correspond to the po in t 6 in the Overview of dynamical
% reduc t ion .
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
dyn deepprof extraction.m
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
% This module e x t r a c t s c a l l in format ion from the deep p r o f i l e crea ted by
% MMC for use by Mercury Deep P r o f i l e r . The module i d e n t i f i e s procedures , f o r
% which c a l l in format ion can be e x t r a c t ed and a s s o c i a t e s the c a l l in format ion
% for the procedures with the procedures in IMHLDS repre s en ta t i on .
%
% The c a l l in format ion o f a procedure conta ins f o r each c a l l - s i t e informat ion
% about which o f the por t s o f the standard Prolog ’ s box model were used .
%
% In documentation , t h i s correspond to the po in t s 1 and 2 in the Overview of
% dynamical reduc t ion .
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
dyn process hlds.m
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
% Given the informat ion gathered in dyn deepprof e x t r a c t i on .m, t h i s module
% uses semant ica l in format ion s to red in IMHLDS to r e f i n e the informat ion about
% which goa l s may be ca l l e d , may succeed or may f a i l .
%
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% In documentation , t h i s correspond to the po in t 3 in the Overview of dynamical
% reduc t ion .
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
dyn process item.m
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
% Implements t r an s f e r o f the c a l l s t a t u s informat ion from h ld s to
% item - representa ion , implements a lgor i thm computing removable goa l s and
% computes which goa l s to s u b s t i t u t e with excep t ion .
%
% In documentation , t h i s correspond to the po in t s 4 and 5 in the Overview of
% dynamical reduc t ion .
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
dyn reduction.m
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
% Main dynamical reduc t ion module . Combines func t i on o f the i n d i v i d u a l dynamical
% reduc t ion modules .
%
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
item interface.m
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
% This module conta ins Reductor ’ s top - l e v e l i n t e r f a c e f o r a l t e r i n g the source
% code o f the program on the item l e v e l . The i n t e r f a c e i s b u i l d uppon
% the term - l e v e l i n t e r f a c e t ha t i s in rterm to src i n t e r f a c e .m. I t i s used by
% both s t a t i c a l and dynamical r educ t ions to repre sen t changes t ha t w i l l be
% made to the program .
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
make imhlds.m
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
% This module merges p r ed i ca t e t a b l e o f module i n f o s from a l l modules in to
% one pred i ca t e t a b l e . The merged module in f o s t r u c t e ( from now on re f e r ed to
% as IMHLDS ) keeps i t s o r i g i n a l i n va r i an t s only where i t i s r equ i red by
% reductor .
%
% IMHLDS2 adds to t ha t s t r u c t u r e map tha t mapps module to c l a s s t a b l e and
% ins tance t a b l e with pred i d s and proc i d s updated acording to the IMHLDS.
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
mercury reductor.m
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
% Source f i l e was e x t r a c t ed from mercury sources and modi f ied f o r the purposes
% of Reductor . I t s name was changed to mercury reductor .m.
%
% This i s the main module o f Reductor . I t hand les c o l l e c t i n g the HLDS and
% module i tems map from the MMC.
%
%
% Note : mtags f o r a l l source are au tomat i ca l l y generated . We recomed to use
% vim to exp l o r e the sources .
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
new source update.m
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
% This module conta ins code fo r reading and wr i t i n g program sources :
% 1. f o r each module reads l i s t o f terms and tokens t ha t correspond to the
% items contained in t ha t module .
% 2. a pp l i e s changes to program sources g iven by the change l i s t DT.
%
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
reductor debug.m
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%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
% The module conta ins debugging dumps and i n i t i a l implementation o f
% procedure a c e s s i b i l y ( doesn ’ t handle programs conta in ing t y p e c l a s s e s ) .
%
% The module i s most ly unused now .
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
reductor globals.m
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
% This modules conta ins some d e f i n i t i o n s o f data types and p r ed i c a t e s t ha t are
% used g l o b a l l y . This i n c l ude s some code fo r r epor t ing er ror s .
%
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
rterm to src interface.m
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
% This i s the main module o f the term - l e v e l r ep r e s en ta t i on o f a program . The
% module d e f i n e s s term s t a t e s t r u c t u r e t ha t i s used to repre sen t changes in the
% sources throughout Reductor .
%
% This module uses rterm to src .m to cons t ruc t c l map from s term s t a t e .
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
rterm to src.m
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
% This module uses term change DT (which corresponds to an item represen ted by a
% term ) to compute l i s t o f updates ( change l i s t ) , which s p e c i f i e s changes in the
% source f i l e in terms o f i n s e r t i o n s and d e l e t i o n s s p e c i f i e d by po s i t i o n s in
% the source - f i l e .
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
static reduction.m
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
% This module i s a top - l e v e l module f o r s t a t i c a l reduc t ion . I t determines which
% items w i l l be removed from the input program . For t h i s t a sk i t uses
% a c c e s s i b l e procs .m to c a l c u l a t e a c e s s i b l e modules and I /O in t e r f a c e to make
% the changes in the code .
%
%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -%
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